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Joggingstroller.com Adds Popular Double Jogging Strollers to Inventory

Joggingstroller.com recently announced added several popular double jogging stroller styles to
it's online store, including styles from BOB, Tike Tech, Schwinn, Kelty and Bumbleride.

Birmingham, MI (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Joggingstroller.com, retailers of popular jogging strollers
designed for infants and toddlers, recently announced the addition of several popular double jogging stroller
styles to the site’s inventory, just in time for the holidays. As reported by the site’s spokesperson, Bob Smith,
now is the perfect time of year to take advantage of the site’s savings on double jogging strollers, “We’ve made
it easy to find the perfect gift for the active parent’s in your life. Whether you are looking for an all-terrain
stroller for those off-the-beaten- path walks or runs, or simply need something safe for use in the park, we’ve
got something for everyone.”

Top selling double jogging strollers from BOB, Tike Tech, Kelty, Bumbleride, Schwinn, InStep, Joovy, and
Baby Trend are now available for purchase on jogginstroller.com, making it easy for holiday shoppers to find
the perfect double stroller for their favorite parents. According to Smith, the site takes special care in selecting
which items to sell, “The jogging strollers that we sell aren’t selected just for their popularity – we take great
care to handpick safe and dependable strollers and accessories for our valued customers.”

Double strollers have increased in popularity in recent years that to the latest developments in safety and overall
design. The multi-purpose styles found on the joggingstroller.com aren’t just safe, they are also highly durable
as well, as reported by Smith, “Parent’s no longer have to sacrifice their own fitness when they have kids. The
double jogging strollers that we sell make it easy to get around anywhere, whether you are walking or jogging.”

Joggingstrollers.com has been selling jogging strollers since 2001, with the company’s in-house team of
employees and their families providing product research and testing. The site only sells products that it can
stand behind, and provides full product reviews of some of the safest and most popular strollers on the market
today. Constantly adding to its product offerings and making it easier than ever to choose the right jogging
stroller for you, Joggingstroller.com is dedicated to its customers and their families. For more information,
please visit http://joggingstroller.com.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
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Contact Information
Bob Smith
joggingstroller.com
http://joggingstroller.com
248-686-2646

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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